
COCKTAILS

CLASSIC ESPRESSO MARTINI / $18
Fight off your inner zombie and perk up with our cheeky blend of freshly 
brewed espresso, absolut vodka, mr black cold drip coffee liqueur and 
crème de cacao. It will be the best decision you make tonight.
SALTED CARAMEL ESPRESSO MARTINI / $19
WHITE CHOCOLATE ESPRESSO MARTINI / $19

WHITE CHOCOLATE PASSIONFRUIT / $19
It’s time to please your taste buds and wrap your lips around our concoction 
of absolut vanilla vodka, mozart white chocolate liqueur, passionfruit and 
grapefruit. Let’s get passionate.

HONEY POT / $17
Bzzz Bzzz! A combination of honey, fresh basil, rum and lime, this 
beautifully subtle, herbaceous cocktail is an ideal choice for a warm 
summer’s day. The perfect cure for all your ailments.

PASSIONFRUIT GIN FIZZ / $18
Our own take on the classic fizz cocktail, combining beefeater gin 
with cointreau, passionfruit and lemon. Refreshing and fruity, a perfect 
combination.

KIWI DREAMS / $18
Say hello to the old mate from across the ditch with our mix of absolut 
vodka, fiorente elderflower, fresh kiwi fruit and lime. Grab your jandals and 
chilly bin, we’ll bring the booze.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN / $19 
A sweet tooths dream! This delightfully fruity and sour cocktail made with equal 
parts sloe-gin, apricot brandy and lime juice. This timeless classic will have you 
begging for more!

RED EYE TO TIJUANA / $19
A must have for the tequila lover! This spicy take on a margarita with freshly 
muddled jalapenos and 1800 Resposado Tequila has some kick to it. Move 
over bloody mary, we’ve got a new hair of the dog! 

MT VIEW SWIZZLE / $20 
Aloha tiki lovers! We’ve got the perfect summer cocktail to sip down in the 
sunshine. Capturing the floral flavours of chartreuse with pineapple, lime and 
falernum. Served over crushed ice, this is a tropical island getaway in a glass.

Try one of our rotating delicious cocktails on tap – see staff for details.

COCKTAIL JUGS

HURRICANE PUNCH / $30
So much juicy goodness! Our twist on the classic cocktail “The Hurricane” 
made famous in New Orleans. A thirst quencher with the flavours of 
pineapple, pomegranate, orange and passionfruit. One for you and your 
mates…. if you can bring yourself to share!

LADYKILLER / $30
Hitting the town with the girls? Our delicious house mix of pimms, absolut 
vodka, chambord, lemonade, dry ginger and fresh fruit will kick start your 
night off the right way. Best served with friends or a tall straw.

SHOTS

CUP OF TEA, GOVNA?  / $10
Embrace the infused coffee & cheers to Queen Elizabeth.

MIND BENDER / $9
Who said shots don’t have to be tasty?



BOTTLED BEER
WEIHENSTEPHAN HEFE (GERMANY) / $13

GREEN BEACON 7 BELLS GOSE (QLD) / $10.5

STONE & WOOD PACIFIC ALE (NSW) / $9.5

GAGE ROADS SINGLE FIN (WA) / $9.5

MOUNTAIN GOAT STEAM ALE (VIC) / $9.5

KAIJU KRUSH! TROPICAL PALE ALE (VIC) / $10.5

TWO BIRDS PASSION VICTIM (VIC) / $10

LITTLE CREATURES PALE ALE (WA) / $9.5

STOMPING GROUND PALE ALE (VIC) / $10

BRIDGE ROAD BREWERS  
BEECHWORTH PALE ALE (VIC) / $10

GAGE ROADS LITTLE DOVE NWPA (WA) / $11

BALTER XPA (QLD) / $11

FIXATION IPA (QLD) / $12

BENTSPOKE CRANKSHAFT IPA (ACT) / $12

MORNINGTON BROWN ALE (VIC) / $10

WHITE RABBIT DARK ALE (VIC) / $10

MOON DOG MACK DADDY DARK ALE (VIC) 
/ $9

HOLGATE TEMPTRESS CHOCOLATE 
PORTER (VIC) / $12

PIRATE LIFE THROWBACK IPA (SA) / $9.5

Check out the fridge for new & rotating  
craft beers.

BOTTLED CIDER
REKORDERLIG STRAWBERRY & LIME / $10

NAPOLEONE CIDER - VARIOUS FLAVOURS / $9.5

LICK PIER GINGER BEER / $11

BROOKVALE UNION GINGER BEER / $10

MATSO’S MANGO BEER / $10.5

SPARKLING WINE 
SEPPELT FLEUR DE LYS SPARKLING PINOT 
NOIR CHARDONNAY NV (WA) 
glass $9 / bottle $36 

MUMM BRUT CORDON ROUGE NV 
CHAMPAGNE (REMIS, FRANCE) 
bottle $100

MARTINI PROSECCO DOC (TORINO, ITALY) 
glass $9.5 / bottle $44

WHITE WINE
BLEASDALE CHARDONNAY  
(ADELAIDE HILLS, SA) 
glass $9.5 / bottle $38

STELLA BELLA CHARDONNAY  
(MARGARET RIVER, W) 
glass $12 / bottle $54

DEAD DUCK PINOT GRIGIO  
(KING VALLEY, VIC)  
glass $9.5 / bottle $38

ERADUS SAUVIGNON BLANC  
(MARLBOROUGH, NZ)  
glass $9.5 / bottle $38

PEWSEY VALE RIESLING  
(EDEN VALLEY, SA)  
glass $10 / bottle $40

T’GALLANT JULIET MOSCATO  
(MORNINGTON, VIC)  
glass $9 / bottle $36

DOMINIQUE PORTET FONTAINE ROSÉ  
(YARRA VALLEY, VIC)  
glass $10 / bottle $40

RED WINE
HUBERT THE STAG PINOT NOIR  
(YARRA VALLEY, VIC)  
glass $10.5 / bottle $45

WOLF BLASS YELLOW LABEL MERLOT  
(COONAWARRA, SA)  
glass $8.5 / bottle $34

SISTERS RUN CABERNET (COONAWARRA, SA)  
glass $9.5 / bottle $38

LOST BUOY “THE EDGE” SHIRAZ 
(MCCLAREN VALE, SA) 
glass $9.5 / bottle $38

PEPPERJACK SHIRAZ  
(BAROSSA VALLEY, SA)  
glass $12 / bottle $48

RUNNING WITH THE BULLS TEMPRANILLO 
(BAROSSA VALLEY, SA)  
glass $9.5 / bottle $38


